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Abstract

required that each ci be chosen from R, we call this
the discrete k-median problem. If we allow also that
ci 2 X , R, we call this the continuous version of
the k-median problem. The problems are NP-hard,
and numerous approximation algorithms have been
considered (e.g., [CG99, CGTS99, JV99]) with running
times that are typically O~ (n2 ) where n = jRj. (Note
that for an arbitrary metric space, to query for all
pairwise distances alone requires O(n2 ) time.)
In many of the data mining applications mentioned
above, the number of data items n is so large that it
tends to dominate other parameters, hence the desire for
algorithms that are not only polynomial, but in fact are
sublinear in n. Indyk [Ind99] gives a O~ (nk) algorithm
that outputs 2k centers that are a O(1)-approximation
to the optimum k centers with constant probability.
p
The sample sizes needed for his algorithm are O~ ( nk).
Similar sampling techniques are used to approximate
nearest neighbor computations. That these approaches
work is often shown by arguing that sampled data is in
some sense representative of the entire dataset.
Previous work in statistics on uniform convergence
characterizes conditions under which a single sample S
is suciently large so that for any function f chosen
from a class F , the empirical mean of f computed on
the sample is close (\within epsilon") of the true mean
of f on the entire distribution. Similarly, work in computational learning theory has addressed sample bounds
necessary and sucient for computing the average error
of a hypothesis f with respect to an unknown function
to be learned, when f is chosen from some class F of
possible hypotheses.
A key property in both of these approaches is that
the sample bounds do not depend on the domain of
f (which may be in nite), but rely instead on any of
a variety of combinatorial or structural characteristics
of the class F itself. (For example, the VC-dimension
of F , the pseudo-dimension or metric dimension, ln F
when F is nite.) These results say, in essence, that
one does not need a sample S that is representative of
the entire dataset R, but rather it is sucient to obtain
a sample S that adequately represents the behavior of
every function of F on the entire dataset.
We recast clustering as the problem of choosing
from a class of possible clustering functions C a clus-

Clustering is of central importance in a number of disciplines
including Machine Learning, Statistics, and Data Mining.
This paper has two foci: (1) It describes how existing
algorithms for clustering can bene t from simple sampling
techniques arising from work in statistics [Pol84]. (2)
It motivates and introduces a new model of clustering
that is in the spirit of the "PAC (probably approximately
correct)" learning model, and gives examples of ecient
PAC-clustering algorithms.

1 Introduction

The problem of clustering data into subsets that are
\similar" has recently become an almost necessary tool
for data mining applications that deal with very large
datasets such as web pages, click streams, multimedia data, business transactions, or telecommunications
phone records.
In this paper we give general techniques for transforming existing approximate clustering algorithms into
ones which access much less of the input dataset, yet
yield comparable approximation guarantees. Using
sampling techniques from statistics and computational
learning theory [Pol84, Hau92], we show that the number of records needed is at most logarithmic and in
some cases independent of the cardinality of the input dataset. The sampling results also motivate a new
model of clustering that is in the spirit of the \PAC
(probably approximately correct)" learning model. We
show how the standard k{median problem ts into this
new setting, and also give an ecient algorithm for clustering k-term DNF expressions.

k{median clustering Let (X; d) be a metric space.
The k{median problem is as follows. Given a nite
subset R 
P X of points, nd a set c1 ; : : : ; ck that
minimizes x2R mini d(x; ci ). That is, nd k cluster
centers so that the total distance from each point in
S to its nearest center is minimized. When it is
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tering function that has the smallest mean value over
the dataset. Applying sampling results we will show
that it is sucient to simply nd a clustering function
that has the smallest mean value on the sample. Now
if a standard k{median algorithm for nding approximately optimal k-clusterings is applied to the sample,
we obtain an approximation algorithm that requires a
sample whose size depends only on the desired accuracy
and on other necessary parameters (which in some cases
involve the diameter of the space) but is independent of
the cardinality of the set R to be clustered.
More speci cally, suppose that (X; d) is a metric
space, with d : X  X ! [0; M ]. Further suppose that
there exists an approximation algorithm for k{median
clustering on (X; d) such that for any nite R  X to
be clustered, the clustering algorithm runs in time T (n)
and guarantees that A(R)  Opt(R), where n = jRj,
A(R) is the sum of distances from each point to its nearest center as found by the clustering algorithm, Opt(R)
is the sum of distances from each point to its nearest
center in an optimum k{median clustering, and is
some xed constant. Then we can apply the above technique to obtain a new k{median clustering algorithm
that runs in time T (O~ (( M )2 (k ln n ))) and that with
probability at least 1 , , nds a k{median clustering
such that for any subset R  X A(R)  2 Opt(R) + .
Various concrete results are now obtained by considering values of and T from extant clustering approximation algorithms. Thus, our results can replace existing O(n2 ) approximate clustering algorithms with algorithms whose dependence on n is O~ (ln2 n). The price
paid is the ratio of the diameter M of the space to the
desired accuracy .
For the particular case of clustering in ddimensional Euclidean space, we obtain time and sample bounds completely independent of the input dataset.
By running any factor approximation algorithm on
a sample of size O~ (( M d )2 k), we obtain a k-clustering
with value A, and for which the same guarantee holds:
For any nite set X  Rd to be clustered A(X ) 
Opt(X ) + .
The dependence on M in the sample size and
running time cannot be removed by isometric scaling of
the problem. In particular, by normalizing a problem
with large diameter M down to 1 (thus reducing the
required sample size by a factor of 1=M 2), clustering,
and then rescaling back to M , the resulting clustering
guarantee will blow up to Opt(X ) + M .
Unless otherwise stated, all of our results apply to
both the continuous k-median problem, and the discrete
k-median problem.

PAC clustering

A common view of clustering is that of partitioning
a collection of points into similar sets. A more general
view takes into consideration two other aspects of the
problem: First, the points may come from an external
environment and represent only a sampling of points
whose classi cation or partitioning is of interest despite
their absence from the dataset. Second, we may
be interested in an objective function that measures
the quality of a clustering based not only on the
nite sample, but rather on the entire distributionweighted space. (For example, objective functions that
incorporate notions of average distribution-weighted
distance). In the case of k{median, the clustering
output is automatically a partition of the entire space
via the induced Voronoi diagram, so this rst issue,
though not the second, is addressed. Other types of
clustering may address neither of these points.
To properly deal with these two aspects of clustering, we introduce \probably approximately correct
(PAC)" clustering of arbitrary probability distributions
on a potentially in nite space, as well as the use of
\conceptual" clustering, where each cluster is chosen
from some concept class of cluster descriptions. Our
de nitions and results are similar to investigations on
PAC learning [Val84] from learning theory and machine
learning. We show how k{median clustering ts into the
new framework, and then nish with a new application
to DNF clustering.

Related Work Besides k{median, numerous other

measures exist for evaluating the cost of a clustering.
One common measure, known as k{center, is the maximum radius of any cluster. Minimizing the maximum
radius is NP-hard, although constant factor approximation algorithms do exist [HS86, Gon85, FG88]. Other
cost measures have been proposed and studied that
we do not describe here. New clustering measures are
still being de ned, e.g., Kannan, Vempala and Vetta
[KVV00] use the notion of conductance to evaluate a
clustering.
Algorithms for solving these clustering problems
tend to share a common behavior: they make multiple
passes through the data. Thus applying such algorithms
to very large datasets may be dicult.
Techniques for coping with large datasets typically involve computing some compressed representation (usually a smaller set of points). For example, for
the k{center problem, k points are shown to be a sucient representation for a constant-factor approximation
algorithm in the incremental model [CCFM97]. More
recently, Alon, Dar, Parnas, and Ron [ADPR00] compute a compressed representation using sampling. Their
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algorithms nd clusterings where all but a small fraction
of the points have approximately optimum cost.
For the k{median problem, we have already noted
that sampling can be used to obtain a good representation [Ind99]. The results given here also support the
viability of sampling. Another technique [GMMO00],
based on divide and conquer, partitions the data into
pieces and uses clustering itself as a method of computing a compressed set of points. Divide and conquer
techniques do not compete with sampling and in fact
can be used in tandem to obtain more ecient algorithms [GMMO00].

2 Preliminaries

As discussed in the introduction, we express clusterings
as functions whose mean values are to be estimated.
Let (X; d) be a metric space, and let c1 ; c2 ; : : : ; ck 2 X:
(These are the cluster \centers".)
The choice of c1 ; : : : ; ck determine a natural clustering which we denote fc1 ;:::;ck : each point of X is
assigned to the closest center ci , i.e., fc1;:::;ck (x) =
mini fd(x; ci )gP. The cost of a clustering with respect
to X is just x2X fc1 ;:::;ck (x). The k{median clustering problem is the following: P
Given nite X nd centers
c1 ; : : : ; ck that minimize cost x2X fc1 ;:::;ck (x). Clearly,
this is equivalent to nding centers that minimize the
expected value EX (fc1 ;:::;ck ). The class of \clustering
cost functions" that we may choose from are exactly
these: FX = ffc1;:::;ck : c1 ; c2 ; : : : ; ck 2 X g.
Because X may be large (we'll see how to deal with
in nite X in Section 4) we will draw a sample S from X
and show that with high probability minimizing ES (f )
is like minimizing EX (f ). Moreover, approximately
minimizing ES (f ) is like approximately minimizing
EX (f ). Suppose that fS has minimum sample cost and
that fX has minimum true cost over X . If we have a
constant ( ) factor approximation algorithm, we show
that a sample of suciently large size exists such that
with probability at least 1 , , EX (fX )  EX (fS ) + .

3.1 Clustering in Metric Space Let (X; d) be

a metric space and let S be a sample drawn independently and identically from X . Assume we compute a k{median clustering with approximately minimum sample cost, i.e., approximately minimum average distance from a point in S to its closest center. We'll show that this clustering also has approximately minimum true cost, i.e., approximately minimum average distance from a point in X to its closest center. To make this more formal, consider the
family of k{median cost functions FD = ffc1 ;:::;ck :
ci 2 D; fc1;:::;ck (x) = mini d(x; ci )g. We show that the
discrete k{median clustering dS with minimum sample
cost, i.e., dS =argminf 2FS ES (f ), is an approximately
good clustering of X , in other words, EX (dS ) is close to
minf 2FX EX (f ).
To prove our result, we show that the sample
cost converges to the true cost uniformly for each kmedian cost function quickly. Then combining known
relationships between optimum discrete and continuous
clusterings with uniform convergence we obtain our
result. We begin with a uniform convergence lemma
due to Haussler [Hau92]/Pollard [Pol84].
Lemma 3.1. (Haussler/Pollard) Let F be a nite

set of functions on X with 0  f (x)  M for all f 2 F
and x 2 X . Let S = x1 ; : : : ; xm be a sequence of m
examples drawn independently and identically from X
and let  > 02. Pr(9f 2 F : jEX (f ) , ES (f )j  )  
when m  M
(ln jF j + ln 2 ).
22

The above lemma implies fast uniform convergence
of the k{median family of ,cost
 functions. Note that
jF j = O(nk ) since there are nk ways to select k centers
from n points. Thus the probability that there exists a
k{median clustering f whose sample cost deviates from
its true cost by more than  is at most  when the sample
size is O~ (( M )2 k log n).
The following folklore lemma describes the relationship between the optimum discrete and continuous clus3 Sublinear Time Approximate k{median terings (see for example [GMMO00]).
Clustering
Lemma 3.2. The sample cost of dS is no more than
Given a constant ( ) factor approximation algorithm twice the sample cost of cS , where cS is the optimum
that runs in time T (n), we show the following (1) In an continuous clustering of S , i.e., cs =argminf 2FX ES (f ).
arbitrary metric space (X; d) we can compute in time
T (O~ (( M )2 k log n)) a k clustering such that for all X ,
The previous lemmas can now be combined to
(A(X ) , 2 OPT (X ))   with high probability. (2) obtain our metric space result. Let d^S be a constant
Assuming a distance metric on Rd , we can compute in ( ) factor approximation to dS and dX be the optimum
time T (O~ (( M d )2 k)) a k clustering such that for all X k{median clustering of X .
(A(X ) , OPT (X ))   with high probability. The
section concludes with a discussion of how to obtain M Theorem 3.1. In an arbitrary metric space (X; d) asif it is unknown.
suming a constant -factor k{median approximation algorithm that runs in time T (n), we can draw a sample
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Table 1: Proof of Theorem 3.1.

S of size at least 8( M )2 (k ln n + ln 4 ) and obtain a
k{median clustering d^S in time T (jS j) such that with
probability at least 1 , , EX (d^S ) , 2 EX (dX )  .
Proof. The main idea is to prove that the sample and
true costs of d^S and dX are all roughly the same.
The rst and last steps of the proof utilize uniform
convergence (Lemma 3.1). The middle steps of the proof
use properties of the type of clustering computed. The
sequence of steps is shown in Table 1. The rows of the
table correspond to the sample and true cost and the
columns correspond to the di erent clusterings.
By uniform convergence and by the sample size
given in the statement of this theorem, the sample
and true costs for each f 2 FX are within 4 with
high probability, i.e., jES (f ) , EX (f )j  4 with
probability at least 1, 2 . We apply uniform convergence
(Lemma 3.1) to the two clusterings d^s and dX to obtain
that the values (1) and (2) as well as the values (5) and
(6) in Table 1 are close.
Observe that the sample cost of d^S is within a factor
of of ds since we ran an -approximation algorithm
on the sample S , hence the inequality between (2) and
(3) in Table 1. The relationship between between (3)
and (4) follows since the sample cost of dS is within a
factor of 2 of the sample cost of cS (Lemma 3.2). By
the optimality of cS , the sample cost of cS is less than
the sample cost of dX , hence the inequality between (4)
and (5).
The theorem follows by combining the above steps
appropriately.
2

3.2 Clustering in Euclidean Space In this sub-

cost1 . We now consider this second problem (although
the results will also still apply to the rst problem).
The proof techniques are similar to the metric space
result in that we rely on both uniform convergence and
the sample clustering's approximate optimality. Note
that since X  Rd, jX j is now uncountably in nite
and thus the number of di erent k{median clusterings
(i.e., jFX j is also uncountably in nite). Following Pollard [Pol84], in the sample bounds we derive, the number of di erent k{median clusterings which was previously O(nk ) is replaced with an -net of size O(( M d)dk ).
Thus the sample size we obtain is independent of n,
namely O~ (( M d )2 k).
An -net, F , for F is a family of functions such
that for each f 2 F and for any set X of points there
exists an f 2 F such that jEX (f , f)j  . Intuitively
an -net [Pol84] is a rich, representative set of functions
that ensures any element of F is close to some element
of the -net. To obtain an {net for F , we consider
the subset of k{median cost functions that correspond
to centers at evenly spaced \gridpoints". We say that
hx1 ; : : : ; xd i is a d-dimensional -gridpoint if for each
xi , xi is a multiple of . In the following lemma we'll
show that if these gridpoints are spaced close enough
together then we have an -net for F . (The proof applies
to any distance metric d on Rd, although for purposes
of presentation, we assume the L2 distance metric.)
Lemma 3.3. (k{median has a small -net) Let P
be a set of n points in Rd of bounded diameter M .
Let F = ffc1;:::;ck : fc1 ;:::;ck (x) = mini d(x; ci )g. Let
F = ffc1;:::;ck : fc1 ;:::;ck (x) = mini d(x; ci ) where ci is
a d-dimensional 2d -gridpoint in the bounded diameter
spaceg. For each f in F , there exists f 2 F such that
jEP (f , f )j  .

Proof. For f = fc1 ;:::;ck 2 F de ne f = fc^1 ; : : : ; fc^k
to be the function in F with the property that c^i is
the nearest \grid point" to ci , so that d(ci ; c^i )  .
Such a c^i exists since by assumption F is of sucient granularity for q
the Euclidean distance measure:
p 
2
d(ci ; c^i )  d( d ) = d2  .
We now show that for all x 2 X , jf (x) , f (x)j  .
That EP jf , fj will immediately follow (since if for each
x the di erence is at most  the expected di erence can't
be greater). Let x be a point that is closest to center
ci . Since we want to bound the di erence between f (x)
and f (x), it is sucient to show that d(x; ci ) is close to
d(x; c^i ) since f(x)  d(x; c^i ). By the triangle inequality,
we have d(x; c^i )  d(x; ci ) + d(ci ; c^i )  d(x; ci ) + . A

section we assume a distance metric on Rd. There are
two problems we can consider. The rst is given a collection X of n points in Rd , how large of a sample must we
draw from X before clustering the sample well implies
that we clustered X well. This problem was solved in
the previous section since it is a restricted version of the
metric space clustering problem. The second problem
we can de ne is suppose X is really Rd , or perhaps some
subspace of Rd, how large of a sample must we draw
1 In the next section we will consider the more general problem
from X before clustering the sample well implies that we
approximately minimized the expected true clustering of assuming a probability distribution on Rd .
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similar argument can be used to show that d(x; ci ) 

d(x; c^i ) + .

2

Note that the number of gridpoint functions jF j is
dk
of nite size, namely O( dM
 ) . Thus the sample cost for
each function in F approaches the true cost provided
the sample is of size O~ (( M d )2 k) by Lemma 3.1.
We use the -net for the purposes of analysis only.
The algorithm \run an approximation algorithm on a
sample" remains the same. The -net only a ects the
sample size. Following Pollard [Pol84], we use this net to prove that clustering a sample well implies that
we clustered X well. Let c^S be a constant ( ) factor
approximation to the optimum clustering cS of S (i.e.,
cS =argminf 2FX ES (f )) and let cX be the optimum
clustering of X , (i.e., cX =argminf 2FX EX (f )).
Theorem 3.2. For X

 Rd, assuming a constant

-factor k{median approximation algorithm that runs
in time T (n), we can draw a sample S of size at
4
least 18( M )2 (dk ln 12dM
 + ln  ) and obtain a k {median
clustering c^S in time T (jS j) such that with probability
at least 1 , , EX (^cS ) , EX (cX )  .

Proof. We show that the di erence between the true
cost of cS and the true cost of cX is no more than
 with high probability, i.e., EX (cS ) , EX (cX )  
with probability at least 1 , . The theorem can be
easily extended to the case where we compute a constant
factor approximation c^S of cS .
Let cS; and cX; refer to the closest gridpoint
functions of cS and cX , respectively. We now explain
the chain of inequalities as shown in Table 2 needed for
the proof. Note that by the sample size given in the
statement of the theorem we have uniform convergence
for each f 2 F 6 . Thus the sample and true costs for
each gridpoint or -net clustering are close. This implies
that the values (2) and (3) as well as the values (5) and
(6) in Table 2 are close.
Further, the (sample or true) cost of any clustering
and its nearest gridpoint clustering is no more than 6 ,
hence the values (1) and (2) as well as the values (3)
and (4), as well as the values (6) and (7) are close.
Finally, since cS is the optimum clustering of S , it's
sample cost is better than the sample cost of cX;. Hence
the inequality between (4) and (5). The theorem can
be obtained by appropriately chaining these inequalities
together.
2

ES

cS

cS;
(3)



EX (1)  (2)

cS

cX;

cX

(6)

 (7)

 (4)  (5)


Table 2: Proof of Theorem 3.2.
for example, it requires scanning through a very large
dataset. In the case that X is in nite, determining the
bound by scanning X is clearly impossible.
We give a way to estimate M with M 0 assuming
X  Rd and show that an approximately good clustering can still be obtained with M 0, although not as good
as if we knew M .
The algorithm is as follows. First we draw a sample
of size given in Lemma 3.4 and compute M 0 , the largest
distance between any pair of points in the sample. Then
we draw a sample of size proportional to O~ (( M  d )2 k)
as in Theorem 3.2 and cluster that sample.
For purposes of presentation we assume the points
fall in [0; B ]d and we wish to estimate B .
Lemma 3.4. Let H = [0; B ]d and G = [x; B , y]d with
the property that the fraction of points on any strip
between G and H is at most 2d . The probability that
no point is drawn from any one of these strips is at
most  when a sample of size m  2d log 2d is drawn.
Proof. The probability we fail to draw a point in a
particular strip between G and H in m trials is at
most (1 , 2d )m . This probability is at most 2d when
m  2d log 2d . The probability we fail to draw a point
in all 2d strips between G and H in m trials is thus at
most  by the sample size given in the statement of the
lemma.
2
The lemma implies that the cost for the points in
the cube G is at most  and the cost for the points
between G and H is at most M . Thus we can claim
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. If a bound M on the space is unknown
then estimating M with M 0 on a sample of size given
in Lemma 3.4 and running a constant ( ) factor approximation algorithm on a sample of size O~ (( M  d )2 k)
yields a clustering f such that EX (f ) , EX (fX ) 
(1 + M )
0

0

4 PAC clustering concepts

In this section we extend our results in two directions:

3.3 Clustering Datasets of Bounded but Un- incorporating a notion of \probably approximately corknown Range While any nite X fall in a bounded rect (PAC)" clustering of an in nite data set, and adrange, we may not know apriori what that bound is. dressing the issue of \conceptual" clustering, involvFurther, determining the bound may be expensive if, ing clusters that are more than merely a collection of
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data points. Our de nitions and results are motivated
by similar investigations on PAC learning [Val84] from
learning theory and machine learning. In what follows, we show how k-median clustering ts into the new
framework, and then nish with a new application to
DNF clustering.

4.1 Conceptual clustering

In many applications, algorithms that output conclusions such as \this listing of 43Mb of data points
are in one cluster" are of little utility. In order to be
useful within the context of an intelligent system or in
data analysis and decision-support, clusters should have
meaning that transcends their composition. Within machine learning, this motivated investigation into \conceptual clustering" (e.g., [PR88]). Similarly, in learning
theory, one speaks of the learnability of a class of representations of classi ers, e.g., DNF expressions, polytopes, nite automata, etc. In these cases, the goal
is to learn a classi er by nding a representation from
the speci ed class that has small classi cation error on
unseen examples. Not only does this conceptual view
o er a meaningful description of data, it also serves as
a predictor of future data. Unlike k-median algorithms,
cluster membership for unseen data is not necessarily a
byproduct of sample data clustering.
De ne a concept class as a pair (X; C ) where X is
the example space and C , the concept space, is a collection of representations of subsets of X . Typically X and
C are families fXdg, fCs g paramaterized by some complexity measure (e.g., Xd = f0; 1gd, and Cs = DNFs
expressible in s bits). De ne an (X; C ) conceptual kclustering to be any choice hc1 ; c2 ; : : : ; ck i 2 C k of k
concepts from C . Example: For the k{median problem, we can take X as d-dimensional Euclidean space, C
as the set of k-tuples of points representing the induced
Voronoi partition.

4.2 Clustering data from distributions How

the distribution. Thus, the goal will be to minimize (or
maximize) some objective function Q(hc1 ; c2 ; : : : ; ck i; D)
over all choices of k-tuples ci .
Example continued: For k{median, if C1; : : : ; Ck
are the Voronoi cells with centers c1 ; : : : ; ck , in the
nite case the tightness of a clustering is the sum of
intracluster distances. For in nite data, this sum may
well be in nite depending on the distribution. We
naturally de ne the tightness of a cluster Ci as the
expected distance over
P the entire cell from a point to its
center ci : T (Ci ) = x2Ci dist(x; ci )D(xjCi ). These can
then be accumulated into a single objective function by
summing2 over the individual clusters, weighted
by their
P
likelihood: Q(hC1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Ck i; D) = i T (Ci )D(Ci ).
Often the most natural objective function is obtained
in this way { taking a distribution-weighted average of
individual cluster tightnesses.
Definition 4.1. A concept class (X; C ) is ( ; ) PACclusterable with objective function Q i there is an
algorithm A such that for all probability distributions
D on X , if A is given as input an integer k > 0,
numbers ; ; and  < 1, and access to examples
drawn iid from D, then with probability at least 1 ,
, A outputs a collection of k clusters hc1 ; : : : ; c k i
such that D([i ci )  1 , , and jQ(hc1 ; : : : ; c k i; D) ,
Q(hc1 ; : : : ; ck i; D) < , where hc1 ; : : : ; ck i is the kclustering that covers the entire space X and minimizes
(or maximizes) Q on D.
The allowance for neglecting some fraction of data
points as \outliers" has been addressed in other clustering algorithms [Sch00, ADPR00]. In our context it
appears necessary in cases when nding clusters that
cover the entire space may prove combinatorially dicult (is a given DNF a tautology?).
When the objective function is a weighted average
of individual cluster tightness, as we de ned for k{
median, the function can often be rewritten as the
expected value of a function. As a consequence, uniform
convergence results as described in the last section can
be applied to obtain sampling bounds for clustering that
are independent of the data set.
Lemma 4.1. Let c1 ; : : : ; ck be centers corresponding to
clusters C1 ; : : : ; Ck  X . Let c be a function that
given x returns the distance from x to its closest center
c1 ; : : : ; ck . Q(hC1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Ck i; D) = ED (c).
Proof.
X
Q(hC1 ; : : : ; Ck i; D) =
T (Ci )D(Ci )

\good" is a conceptual k-clustering? In practical applications, the set S of data to be clustered is typically
a subcollection of a much larger, possibly in nite set,
sampled from an unknown probability distribution. We
describe a model of clustering from a probability distribution that we believe to be new and of independent
interest. The model is similar in spirit to the PAC model
of learning, in that error is distribution-weighted. We
will require that a clustering algorithm nd a clustering (approximately) optimizing some objective function
while covering most of the distribution.
i
Let D be an arbitrary probability distribution on
X . Most generally, the quality of a clustering depends 2
this abstract we consider only discrete distributions to
simultaneously on all clusters in the clustering, and on avoidIndealing
with measurability issues.
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X X

d(x; ci )D(xjCi ))D(Ci ) k-signature to be a sequence h`ij i1i<jk where each `ij
is a literal in fx1 ; : : : ; xd ; x1 ; : : : ; xd g: Associated with
X X
each k-signature s is a \skeleton" k-term disjoint DNF
=
d(x; ci )D(x)
s1 +  +sk , where term si contains exactly those literals
i x2Ci
X X
`ij for i < j , and the complements of literals `ki for
=
c(x)D(x)
k < i. A k-term DNF t1 +    + tk is a specialization of
i x2Ci
a k-skeleton s1 +    + sk i for each i, the set of literals
= ED (c)
in si is contained in the set of literals in ti . Clearly,
if s is a k-signature, then the skeleton induced by s is
2 a k-term disjoint DNF, as is any k-term DNF that is
specialization of that skeleton. Furthermore, every kIn section 3 we showed that when c is the k- aterm
disjoint DNF expression is a specialization of some
median cost function described above, ES (c) for a nite skeleton
induced by a k-signature.
sample S converges uniformly to ED (c), hence the
For
S and a term t, let S (t) =
approximate clustering method of \sample and apply jfx 2 Sa : sample
t
(
x
)
=
1gj=jS j, the observed frequency
a known approximation algorithm" provides a PAC- in S of points that satisfy
t.
clustering of comparable quality.
=

i x2Ci

Theorem 4.1. If the k{median problem has an ( ; )

bicriterion clustering approximation, then k{median is
( ; )-PAC clusterable.

4.3 PAC-clustering
(disjoint) k-term-DNF
2

We give a dO(k ) algorithm for (optimally) PACclustering disjoint conjunctions over d Boolean variables. A k-clustering forms a disjoint k-term-DNF expression. The algorithm has applications to unsupervised learning of decision trees, as the leaves of a kleaf decision-tree are describable by k mutually disjoint
conjunctions. Since even supervised learning of small
decision trees have been found to be useful in practice
[AHM95], the extension here is of particular interest.
Let X = f0; 1gd and let concepts be terms (conjunctions of literals), where each literal is one of the
d Boolean variables fx1 ; x2 ; : : : xd g or their negations.
A k-clustering is a set of k disjoint terms, ft1 ; : : : ; tk g,
(where no two ti 's are satis ed by any one assignment).
De ne the quality function Q(ht1 ; : : : ; tk i; D)
P
= ki=1 jti jD(ti ), where D(ti ) is the fraction of the distribution, D, satis ed by ti . Thus, the objective is to
maximize the length of the cluster descriptions (longer,
more speci c terms, are more \tight"), weighted by the
probabilities of the clusters. (See [PR88] for a related
view of clustering via long conjunctions.) It is easy to
see that an optimum k-clustering is always at least as
good as an optimum k , 1 clustering, since any cluster
can be split into two by constraining some variable, obtaining two tighter clusters with the same cumulative
distributional weight.
To solve the problem, we de ne the signature of
a disjoint DNF expression, which is similar to the
\discriminant" used by Angluin [Ang87], and often used
in learning restricted forms of DNF with membership
and equivalence queries (see e.g., [BKK+94]). De ne a

Algorithm cluster k-term-disjoint-DNF (k; ; ; )
1. Draw a sample S of cardinality m from D as
described in Theorem 4.2
2. For each choice of signature s and associated skeleton terms s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk ,
(a) Partition S into buckets with x in bucket Bi
i x satis es skeleton term si . If some x 2 S
satis es no term, then start over at step 2.
with the next signature.
(b) For each bucket Bi
i. Let ti be the most speci c term satis ed
by all examples in Bi .
ii. Let Cs , the clustering induced by signature s, be the collection of all such terms
ti .
iii. Compute the empirical frequency S (ti ) as
de ned above.
P
(c) De ne Q(Cs ; S ) = i jti jS (ti ) be the estimated value of Q(Cs ; D).
3. Output the clustering Cs associated with the signature s for which the computed estimate Q(Cs ; S )
is maximized.

Theorem 4.2. (Algorithm correctness)

Let D be an arbitrary distribution on f0; 1gn, and let
C D be an optimal disjoint k-term DNF clustering for
D. With probability at least 1 , , the algorithm above
outputs a disjoint k-term DNF clustering C such that
D(C )  1 , and Q(C D ; D) , Q(C; D) <  provided
that the sample S drawn in Step 1 2of2 algorithm is of
size at least minf 1 (dk ln 3 + ln 2 ); 2d2k (d ln 3 + ln 2 )g.
Hence, disjoint k-term DNF expressions are (1,1)-PAC
clusterable for constant k.

8
Let C be the clustering output by the algorithm.
To prove theorem 4.2 we rely on the following three
lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. (i) C has at most k mutually disjoint
terms, and (ii) C maximizes Q(C; S ) over all such
disjoint k-term DNF expressions.
Lemma 4.3. Pr[D(C ) < 1 , ] < 2
Lemma 4.4. Pr[(9 a disjoint k-term DNF clustering
T ) jQ(T; S ) , Q(T; D)j > 2 ] < 2 :
We prove the lemmas below. Here we prove Theorem 4.2 assuming that the lemmas are true. Let C D be
a clustering that maximizes quality Q over the distributiom D. We will show that Pr[Q(C D ; D) , Q(C; D) >
] < 2 . From this and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2 (i), the
theorem follows immediately.
By Lemma 4.2 (ii), C is the best clustering on the
sample (C maximizes Q(C; S )), hence by Lemma 4.4,
with high probability the quality of every clustering on
the sample is close to its quality on the distribution.
Chaining inequalities in a manner similar to Theorems
3.1 and 3.2, the result is obtained.
2
The running time of2 the algorithm is dominated by
the enumeration of dO(k ) signatures.
Proof of Lemma 4.2: Part (i): By construction, for
some k-signature s, C is a specialization of the skeleton
DNF associated with s. It follows by comments above
that C contains exactly k mutually disjoint terms.
Part (ii): Let CS be a k-term disjoint DNF expression that maximizes Q(; S ): Then by comments above,
CS is a specialization of a skeleton DNF expression induced by some k-signature s. When s is enumerated in
the main loop, the skeleton DNF is formed. By construction, the DNF Cs obtained is the most speci c
DNF that is a specialization of the skeleton and covers
S , hence is at least as speci c as CS . Since all points
of S are covered by Cs , the quality Q(Cs ; S ) cannot be
increased by making terms more general so as to cover
more data. The algorithm outputs a clustering C with
quality at least as good as Cs on sample S , hence at
least as good as CS .
2

Proof of Lemma 4.3 A standard argument (c.f.
[BEHW87]) shows that the probability that some kterm DNF from class F covers less than 1 , of the
distribution D, yet covers all sample points S , is at
most  if jS j  1 ln jF j : The number of k-term DNF
, d
expressions over d variables is at most 3k , since there
are at most 3d terms over d variables. Thus, if
dk
jS j  1 ln 2  3 = 1 (dk ln 3 + ln 2 )





then the lemma follows. The sample set S is chosen at
least this large when the algorithm begins.
2
Proof of Lemma 4.4 For any k-term DNF T =
t1 +    + tk , Q(T; D) depends on jti j and D(ti ) for
each i. Thus, the di erence between Q(T; D) and
Q(T; S ) for some sample S of D is uniquely determined
by the di erence of the empirical weights S (ti ) from
actual weights D(ti ). Applying the uniform convergence
results described in Lemma 3.1 with =2dk and =2, and
with F the set of terms (conjunctions) with at most d
variables, the probability that any D(ti ) di ers from
S (ti ) by more than =2dk is at most =2 provided that

jS j  2(=21dk) (ln 3d + ln 2 )
2

2 2
= 2d2k (d ln 3 + ln 2 )
 implies that jQ(T; D) ,
Note that jS (ti ) , D(ti )j  2dk

Q(T; S )j  2 since
jQ(T; D) , Q(T; S )j = jt1 j[D(t1 ) , S (t1 )] +   
+jtk j[D(tk ) , S (tk )]
 (jt j +    jt j)
 2dk
1
k

 2

Thus since the algorithm draws a sample at least as
large as needed to ensure uniform convergence of all
conjunctions, the lemma follows.
2
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